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Conversational systems and 
multimodal coordination dynamics

Face-to-face conversational interaction

Communication — Emotion — Rapport — Situated Cooperation
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➜ Multimodal behavior  
speech, intonation, facial expression, body and hand gesture, gaze, …



Interactive view — focus on dynamic coordination processes 
‣ multimodal behavior arises from, and steers forward multiple, 

interrelated coordination processes between and within interactants 
‣ crucial role of prediction, planning, perception, adaptation
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Multimodal coordination dynamics

situated: objects, locations, visibility, task constraints

communicative: grounding, alignment, mimicry

cognitive: 
memory, 
attention, 
learning

emotional: 
affective state, 
mood, empathy 

relational: 
familiarity, 
affiliation, 
social distance

other: 
personality 
traits, culture
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Example

Interactive, incremental reduction of multimodal signals 
➔ interplay of communicative and cognitive coordination and adaptation 

„it has two tall towers, to 
the right and to the left“ „two tall towers“ „church towers“„with two towers“

unfolding interaction

(Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Hoetjes et al. 2011; Galantucci & Steels 2008)



Social Cognitive Systems Group  @ U Bielefeld
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‣ Assistive systems and companions with abilities for 
conversational social interaction and cooperation 
‣ Learning from human behavior and embodied cognitive 

mechanisms of social perception, reasoning, and action 
‣ Focus: prediction, adaptation and learning in social interaction

 
SFB 673 
 
Alignment in 
Communication 
 

Neue Forschungsfragen 

! Wie können diese intra- und interpersonalen Alignment-
Mechanismen integriert werden? 

! Wie kann somit die Veränderung des S+G-Gebrauchs 
im Laufe eines Dialogs erklärt werden? 

 

B1 Speech-gesture alignment 
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Dialogue coordination—  
communicative feedback

Giving feedback as listener

mhm

Then, 
tomorrow...

… I‘d like to visit 
my friend Marc
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• incremental interpretation

• assessment of own 

understanding

• FB selection and placement

(Kopp et al. 2007)

OkRelated systems 
rapport agent (Gratch et al. 2006) 

backchannel prediction (Morency et al. 2008) 

EU project SEMAINE (2008-2010)



Adapting to the dialogue 
partner as speaker hmmm…

… at 8 AM,  
ok?

… or would 8:30 
be better?

he doesn’t 
seem to agree

• elicit, recognize and interpret 
listener feedback 


• infer mental state

• online behavior adaptation

• incremental generation and 

synthesis
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(Buschmeier & Kopp, 2011, 2012)

Dialogue coordination—  
communicative feedback
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BML Realizer
(AsapRealizer)

Sensing
soft background noise

currently speaking

gesture IU
speech IU

increase volume

noisehandler

Fig. 4 Handling soft background noises.

plementation, we have realized and tested different use cases
to demonstrate some of the requirements of fast, incremental
behavior adaptation in fluid conversation (cf. Sect. 2).

5.1 Reacting to background noise

Suppose an ECA is to operate in a noisy environment and
has to rapidly adapt to the external disturbance. In the sim-
plest case, the agent should simply adjust its speaking vol-
ume to the noisy environment (thus implementing the Lom-
bard effect). This can readily be accommodated by ASAP
via the direct coupling between the Behavior Realizer and
the Sensing Module as illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the Real-
izer primes a background noise sensor in the Sensing Mod-
ule, which in turn informs the Realizer of the current noise
level. If a soft noise occurs, the Realizer adjusts its speaking
volume accordingly.

A more interesting case is when the noise is so loud that
it masks the speech even with an increased speaking vol-
ume. The agent should notice this masking, interrupt itself
instantly, and then smoothly initiate a repair by repeating
the masked part after the disturbance has disappeared. We
have implemented this as follows (see Fig. 5 for illustra-
tion): The Realizer decides to graciously interrupt the ongo-
ing speech and gesture (see [47] for implementation details)
and to inform the Behavior Planner (through BML warn-
ing feedback) of its failure to produce (part of) the ongo-
ing utterance in a clear enough manner. This feedback (2b),
combined with knowledge of previous status updates about
which parts of the utterance have already been delivered,
provide the Behavior Planner with enough information to
pre-plan (3a) a new BML block. This new block contains an
adapted version of the interrupted intonational phrase, and
may omit part of the already presented utterance (see [3] for
implementation details). Fast Behavior Interpretation is then
told to anticipate a noise free moment (3b) and signals Be-
havior Planning once it occurs (4). The adapted BML block
has been pre-planned and is then activated in the BML Real-
izer (5). In result, the system stops speaking instantaneously
when interrupted and resumes immediately with an appro-
priately adapted repetition as soon as the disturbance disap-
peared. This also shows that ASAP allows for handling ex-
ternal events on different levels and via different perception-
action loops, depending on the needed adaptation.

BML Realizer
(AsapRealizer)

Sensing

background noise

1. currently speaking

Behavior Planner

gesture IU
speech IU

2a. interrupt

noisehandler

Behavior 
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3b. activation
of noise free moment

predictor

PML
current noise level,
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(e.g. predicted
origin, velocity)

5. BML:
activate

preplanned
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execution failure
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Fig. 5 Handling masking background noises.

BML Realizer
(AsapRealizer)

Behavior Planner

Intent Planner
Function

Interpretation
(slow)

BML:
increase volume of speech1

FML:
keep turn

PML ч functionLayer:
User wants turn

<bml id=”speechchange”>
<bmla:parametervaluechange 
target=”bml1:speech1"
paramId=”volume”  
start=”bml1:speech1:sync1" 
end=”bml1:speech1:sync1+1">
<bmla:trajectory type=”linear”
targetValue=”90"/>
</bmla:parametervaluechange>

</bml>

Fig. 6 Keeping the turn.

5.2 Keeping the turn

Suppose that the ECA wants to keep the turn at the end of
one BML block, but the user displays a (polite non-inter-
ruptive) turn-wanting signal. This can be readily handled in
ASAP as demonstrated in Fig. 6: the Intent Planner is in-
formed by the Function Interpretation module that the user
would like to get the turn. The Intent Planner decides to
keep the turn. The Behavior Planner now continues to in-
crementally produce the next BML block, but with the addi-
tional adaptation of an additional parametervaluechange
behavior, which increases the speaking volume and is syn-
chronized with the speech1 behavior of BML block bml1

(here: from its starting value to target value 90 along a linear
trajectory, the target value is to be reached 1 second after the
custom sync synchronization point in speech1).

5.3 Adapting to user feedback

Finally, let us consider a case similar to the one discussed
in Sect. 1: monitoring the user and adapting an utterance in
progress to feedback from the user. This has been tackled
in a previous implementation [4], but can be modeled more
easily now using the ASAP framework (see Fig. 7): Here,
the Intent Planner decides on a communicative goal that con-
sists of two propositions p1 and p2, where p2 presupposes
p1 to be understood (1). The Behavior Planner decides to
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Table 1 BMLA extensions to BML for on-the-fly behavior construction and modification.

Specification element Example Description

1 preplan bml attribute: <bml id="bml1" bmla:preplan="true">...</bml> Preplan BML block bml1 for potential later activation.
activate behavior: <bmla:activate id="a1" target="bml1" /> Activate preplanned BML block bml1.
onStart bml attribute: <bml id="bml1" bmla:onStart="bml2">...</bml> Activate preplanned BML block bml2 when bml1 starts.

2 interrupt behavior: <bmla:interrupt id="i1" target="bml1"

exclude="bml1:g1"/>

Gracefully interrupt all behaviors but g1 in bml1.

interrupt bml attribute: <bml id="bml2" bmla:interrupt="bml1">...</bml> Gracefully interrupt all behaviors in bml1.

3 parametervaluechange be-
havior:

<bmla:parametervaluechange target="bml1:speech1"

paramId="volume" start="bml1:speech1:s1"

end="bml1:speech1:s1+1">

<bmla:trajectory type="linear" targetValue="90"/>

</bmla:parametervaluechange>

Change the volume of the bml1:speech1 from its current
value to 90, over a linear trajectory.

4 alignment to predicted events
using anticipators:

<speech id="speech1" start=

"anticipators:speechStopAnt:stop-0.1">...

</speech>

Eagerly start speaking 0.1 seconds before the predicted end
of the turn of the interlocutor.

5 appendAfter bml attr: <bml id="bml2" bmla:appendAfter="bml1">...</bml> Append bml2 after bml1, no co-articulation.
chunkAfter bml attr: <bml id="bml2" bmla:chunkAfter="bml1">...</bml> ‘Chunk’ bml2 after bml1, co-articulation allowed.
prependBefore bml attr: <bml id="bml1" bmla:prependBefore="bml2">...</bml> Prepend bml1 before bml2, no co-articulation.
chunkBefore bml attr: <bml id="bml1" bmla:chunkBefore="bml2">...</bml> ‘Chunk’ bml1 before bml2, co-articulation allowed.

BML2 are processed as IUs and connected using grounded in
links. BML2 is to be executed after BML1 (indicated by the
same-level after link). This after link is represented in the
BML block by the appendAfter attribute. The BML2 mes-
sage (Fig. 3, l.h.s.) is used to construct a plan in the Realizer
that contains the motor control units (including speech and
gesture) that compose BML2. These motor control units are
again grounded in BML2, so that new BML messages can
refer to them (e.g., to adapt the motor plan or interrupt ele-
ments of it). The Realizer uses the grounding information to
provide feedback messages to inform the Behavior Planner
that the execution of BML2 is completed. Since the Behav-
ior Planner knows (by means of the grounded in links) that
all IUs required to satisfy Intention 1 are completed, it can
now inform the Intent Planner that this intention is achieved
(using FML feedback).

The IU information structure also allows a direct response
to arriving or even missing feedback from the addressee (via
links from the input processing modules), as we have seen
in the early example in Fig. 1. For example, after referring
to an object in the environment, the recognition of a lack of
acceptance by the addressee can be viewed as an obstruc-
tion to successful plan execution. In terms of our genera-
tion architecture, this is modeled as a retraction of a hypoth-
esis node that arose from an assumed high probability of
the referenced object being in the common ground. The re-
traction event would spread to those plans grounded in it,
which in turn would notify the currently planned behaviors,
which in turn would notify those in execution, eventually
interrupting them. However, the interrupted plan need not
be fully discarded. After the new intention (here: to make
sure the object of the action is in the common ground) has
been fulfilled, those plans that were interrupted can be re-
sumed without complete re-planning. Continuous estima-
tion of such status information and mapping it onto differ-

ent measures, e.g., of completeness on the behavior planning
level or failure/success on the intent planning level, can only
be done locally within one component, but becomes possi-
ble through the IU information structure.

The next section describes in detail how these mech-
anisms enable a number of phenomena of fluid, real-time
conversational interaction in an implemented system.

5 Implementation and Results

The ASAP framework has been implemented in a first ECA
prototype system, with different components being realized
in different depth and detail. It is based on the incremental
processing middleware IPAACA [37] and comprises an in-
cremental language generation system [3], and an advanced
BML Behavior Realizer [47]. The other components are op-
erational as prototype implementations to allow evaluating
the framework. Several third party (incremental) input pro-
cessing and behavior generation components have been em-
bedded in this and other prototypes: Microsoft Speech SDK
used in incremental input processing mode, the Mary-based
incremental TTS inpro iSS [2], and the openSmile audio
feature extractor [10]. We have incrementalized the SPUD
sentence planner [42] so that – given an appropriately struc-
tured specification of a communicative intention – it gen-
erates natural language sentences in chunks of the size of
intonation units; see [3] for details.

The ASAP behavior realizer drives our virtual agent BIL-
LIE (Fig. 8) enabling a face-to-face conversation setting.
Predecessors of this realizer have already been used in others
tightly coordinated interactional settings, in which conversa-
tion played only a minor role, including dancing [31], con-
ducting an orchestra [30] and performing fitness exercises
together with a human user [29]. Here, using the extended
version of the realizer [47] within the ASAP architecture im-

Incremental Natural Language 
Generation

Utterance IC1 IC2 ICn …

Utterance
outline IMPT1 IMPT2 IMPTn …

  MCP

– {U1, …}
– KB1

– {Ui, …}
– KB2

– {Uk, …}
– KBn

  MPP

 …state

t

Figure 1: Incremental microplanning consists of two pro-
cesses, micro content planning (MCP) and microplanning-
proper (MPP). The former provides incremental microplan-
ning tasks from an utterance outline to the latter, which
incrementally transforms them into communicative intent
and intonation unit-sized chunks of natural language.

utterance first and if (b) the linguistic resources are
specified (and ordered) in a way that allows left-to-
right expansion of the trees in all possible situations.
In practice, both requirements are difficult to meet
and full word-by-word incrementality in natural lan-
guage microplanning is not within reach in the SPUD
framework. Because of this, we take a slightly more
coarse grained approach to incremental microplan-
ning and choose chunks of the size of intonation
phrases instead of words as our incremental units.
We say that our microplanner does ‘partially incre-
mental generation’.

Our incremental microplanner comprises two inter-
acting processes, micro content planning and micro-
planning-proper (MCP and MPP; schematised in Fig-
ure 1), each of which fulfils a distinct task and oper-
ates on different structures.

MCP takes as input utterance outlines that describe
the communicative goal (a set of desired updates Ux)
intended to be communicated in an utterance and the
presuppositions and private knowledge needed to do
so. Importantly, utterance outlines specify how the
communicative goal can be decomposed into an or-
dered list of incremental microplanning-tasks IMPTx.
Each such task comprises (a) a subset of the commu-
nicative goal’s desired updates that belong together
and fit into one intonation unit sized chunk of speech
and (b) knowledge KBx used in generation.

MPP takes one incremental microplanning-task at

a time and uses SPUD to generate the IMPT’s commu-
nicative intent as well as its linguistic surface form
ICx. The communiciative intent is added to a repre-
sentation (‘state’ in Figure 1) that is shared between
the two processes. While processing the IMPTs of
an utterance outline, MCP can access this representa-
tion, which holds information about all the desired
updates that were achieved before, and thus knows
that a desired update that is shared between subse-
quent IMPTs has already been communicated. MPP
can also take this information into account during
generation. This makes it possible that an utterance
is coherent and adheres to pragmatic principles even
though generation can only take local decisions.

3.3 Adaptive generation

Being able to generate language in sub-utterance
chunks makes it possible to dynamically adapt later
increments of an utterance to changes in the situa-
tion that occur while the utterance is being realised.
Decisions about these adaptations need not be taken
almost until the preceding increment finishes, mak-
ing the generation process very responsive. This is
important to be able to deal with interactive dialogue
phenomena, such as communicative feedback of the
interlocutor (Allwood et al., 1992) or compound con-
tributions (Howes et al., 2011), in a timely manner.

Adaptation may happen in both parts of incremen-
tal microplanning. In MCP, adaptation takes the form
of dynamically changing the choice of which IMPT to
generate next or changing the internal structure of an
IMPT; adaptation in MPP changes the choices the gen-
eration process makes while transforming IMPTs into
communicative intent and surface form. Adaptation
in MCP is triggered top-down, by higher-level pro-
cesses such as dialogue management. Adaptation in
MPP on the other hand depends on the task given and
on the status of the knowledge used during generation.
The details are then governed by global parameter
settings MPP uses during generation.

If there is, for example, reason for the system to
believe that the current increment was not commu-
nicated clearly because of noise in the transmission
channel, the MCP process might delay future IMPTs
and initiate a repair of the current one by re-inserting
it at the beginning of the list of upcoming IMPTs of
this utterance outline. The MPP process’ next task
is then to re-generate the same IMPT again. Due to
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Incremental Processing Architecture (ASAP)

Behavior Realizer
(AsapRealizer)

Behavior Planner

Intent Planner

Sensing

Behavior 
Interpretation

(fast)

Function
Interpretation

(slow)

BML BML (predictive)
feedback

FML FML
feedback

PML ≤ functionLayer

priming

priming

PML
sensingLayer

PML
≤ behaviorLayer

priming/activation

priming/activation

Anticipation

priming



Dialogue coordination —  
minimal mentalizing and predictive adaptation
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S L

IS

Utterance

 Expec-
tations

ALS Mental 
state

Situation

Feedback

IS

(Buschmeier & Kopp 2012, 2013)

Bayesian model construction 
and simulation  
(Allwood et al. 2000) 
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Dialogue coordination —  
minimal mentalizing and predictive adaptation
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Socially cooperative assistants for  
people with special needs

ECAs as virtual assistants in daily life for elderly  
or mentally handicapped users 
‣ schedule management, video communication 
‣ robust and adaptive dialogue, grounding and repair 

(Yaghoubzadeh et al., 2013, Kramer et al. 2013)

Study with WoZ-based 
systems and different 
repair strategies

Cognitive dynamics —  
intermodal coordination speech and gesture
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Speech and gesture interaction 
‣ timing, form, semantics, pragmatics 
‣ develop together, break down together 

Computational production model 
‣ from conceptualizing to overt behavior 
‣ model-based and data-based 

Underlying cognitive dynamics? 
„non-redundant gesture-speech combinations 
occur because mental images are more active 
in speakers minds at the moment of speaking 
than are verbal codes“ (Hostetter & Alibali 2011, p.45) 

(Bergmann & Kopp 2009; Lücking et al. 2013)

...are two blue spiral stairs

SMC 
(supramodal)

Image 
generator

Message 
generator

Gesture 
formulator

Speech 
formulator

Motor 
control Articulator

Memory with dynamic activations

Gesture Speech

VSR 
(visual-
spatial)

SPR 
(symbolic-

propositional)
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On virtual and robotic agents
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(Salem et al., 2011, 2012)

3,250

4,125

5,000

Competence

2,50

3,75

5,00

Likeability

(Bergmann et al., 2010)

Individualized  
gesturing



Interactional dynamics — 
interpersonal alignment

Linguistic 
‣ prosodic, dialect, lexical, syntactic, semantic 
‣ audience design, priming, two-stage accounts 

(Brennan et al. `10, Pickering & Garrod `04, Keysar et al. `98) 

Gestural 
‣ between co-narrators (Kimbara `06, `08) 
‣ in re-tellings, especially of meaningful features 

(Parrill et al. `06, Mol et al. `11) 
‣ in face-to-face dialogue (Holler & Wilkin 2011;  

Bergmann & Kopp 2012) 

Social, cognitive and communicative effects
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Interactive Alignment:

A classic example
Levelt & Kelter (1982)

At what time 
does your shop 

close?

At five 
o’clock.

Interactional dynamics — 
lexical alignment with virtual humans

Alignment strength

0,0

25,0

50,0

75,0

100,0

human virtual agent computer

64

46
35

partner partner

***

F(2,87)=8.04, p=.001

**
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(Branigan et al. 2010)



Tangram description game, human and 
virtual agent (WoZ) alternating turns 

Three conditions:  
2-handed vs. 1-handed vs. no gestures
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F(2,52)=4.45, p=.016

**

**

1-handed gestures

**

**
F(2,52)=4.49, p=.016

2-handed gestures

Interactional dynamics — 
gestural alignment with virtual humans

18 (Sadeghipour & Kopp 2011, 2014)

Interactional and cognitive dynamics —  
perception and action coupling

Sensory system Motor system

Perception

Prediction Control

Realization

Shared Hierarchical 
Motor Knowledge

Motor Schema Level

MP1

MS1

MP2

MC2MC1 MC3 MC4

MP2

MS2

Motor Program Level

Motor Command Level

Using internal simulation based on own sensorimotor 
expertise for prediction-based perception and understanding

(Montgomery et al. 2007)



Interactional and cognitive dynamics —  
perception and action coupling

Hierarchical Motor Knowledge

MP1 MP2 MP3 . . .

MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 . . .

MS1 MS2 . . .

Motor Command (MC) Level

Motor Program (MP) Level

Motor Schema (MS) Level

Bottom-up update

Likelihood

Bayesian 
Update

prior

posterior

Likelihood

Bayesian 
Update

prior

posterior

Likelihood

Bayesian 
Update

prior

posterior

Likelihood

Bayesian 
Update

prior

posterior

Bayesian 
Update

prior

posterior

Likelihood

Top-down prediction

Hierarchical Bayesian Belief Update 
‣ incremental online processing — auto-completion, imitation, … 
‣ from perception to understanding, concurrent and interacting
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EggTrapezoid Rectangular boxSphere Ellipsoid PyramidCube Parallel trapezoidCone Cylinder
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Feature-based 
Stochastic Context-
free Grammar (FSCFG) 
‣ clustering 

(unsupervised) 
‣ classification 

(supervised)

(Sadeghipour & Kopp 2014a, 2014b)

Interactional and cognitive dynamics —  
learning schema representations
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fnf2f1 ...
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wf
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S ⇒ NT1 NT2 NT3 [1]
NT1 ⇒ NT11 NT12 [0.5]
NT1 ⇒ t1        [0.5]
NT11 ⇒ t21      [1]
NT12 ⇒ t22      [1]
NT2 ⇒ t2        [1]
NT3 ⇒ t3        [1]
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Features:

t1 t2 t3

F2 Fl
wf wf



Deep Familiarization Grounded 
in Manual Action and Language 

Large-scale projects @CITEC
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➔ Incremental online feedback 
through mirror or virtual coach

„Keep going… ok… 
no, more like this.“

Deep Familiarization and Learning Grounded in
Cooperative Manual Action and Language –
from Analysis to Implementation

Key Data

Coordinators H. Ritter, T. Schack, S. Wachsmuth
Type of project Large-scale project
Targeted platforms Bimanual Torso System
Starting data / Duration 01/2014 - 06/2017 / 42 Months
Total requested funds 1.222.000 EUR
Total budget 2.082.000 EUR

Contributing Groups

SC Semantic Computing (Cimiano)
CN Cognitive Neuroscience (Ernst)
NE Neuropsychology & Emotion (Kissler)
SA Sociable Agents Group (Kopp)
NI Neuroinformatics (Ritter)
ES Emergentist Semantics (Rohlfing)
NCA Neurocognition and Action (Schack)
AI Applied Informatics (B Wrede)
CLF Central Labs (Wachsmuth)
SE Software Engineering Group (S Wrede)
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Intelligent Coaching Space
VR-based closed-loop interaction 
and training system for motor skill 
learning or rehabilitation

Autonomous guided familiarization 
with novel objects and affordances

➔ Mental simulation as embodied 
language processing context
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Thank you very much for your attention.

scs.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de
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